Abstract. This study investigated the mechanisms underlying the scaling effects that apply to a fraction of vegetation cover (FVC) estimates derived using two-band spectral vegetation index (VI) isoline-based linear mixture models (VI isoline-based LMM). The VIs included the normalized difference vegetation index, a soil-adjusted vegetation index, and a two-band enhanced vegetation index (EVI2). This study focused in part on the monotonicity of an area-averaged FVC estimate as a function of spatial resolution. The proof of monotonicity yielded measures of the intrinsic area-averaged FVC uncertainties due to scaling effects. The derived results demonstrate that a factor ξ, which was defined as a function of "true" and "estimated" endmember spectra of the vegetated and nonvegetated surfaces, was responsible for conveying monotonicity or nonmonotonicity. The monotonic FVC values displayed a uniform increasing or decreasing trend that was independent of the choice of the two-band VI. Conditions under which scaling effects were eliminated from the FVC were identified. Numerical simulations verifying the monotonicity and the practical utility of the scaling theory were evaluated using numerical experiments applied to Landsat7-Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) data. The findings contribute to developing scale-invariant FVC estimation algorithms for multisensor and data continuity.
Introduction
Remotely sensed data obtained from the Earth's surface are an important source of information about the dynamics of terrestrial vegetation. These data provide key measures of the climate, hydrologic, and biogeochemical changes over time. 1 Certain characteristics of the data are unique to the temporal, spatial, and spectral resolutions of the satellite sensor used to collect the data, and these characteristics depend, in turn, on the observation mission and technological advances deployed in the sensor system. A tremendous amount of Earth observation data obtained from multiple sensors is available. 2 Data continuity and fusion studies designed to take advantage of multisensor data for the purpose of accurately and continuously monitoring the Earth's surface continue to present significant challenges in the field of remote sensing. 3 Data continuity studies typically attempt to generate a seamless long-term data record of biophysical retrievals, such as VIs and leaf area index (LAI). [4] [5] [6] [7] Several studies have examined the data continuity properties of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) 8 calculated across the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer sensor series, the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometers (MODIS) onboard the Terra and Aqua satellites, 7, 9, 10 and the Visible Infrared
Imager Radiometer Suite data collected onboard the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership. 11, 12 Data fusion techniques have been used to improve the spatial resolution of hyperspectral data derived from finer spatial resolution multispectral data. 13 Such techniques can also enhance the temporal resolution of Landsat data by blending the data with MODIS data. 14 The fusion of Landsat7-Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and MODIS data may be used to fill the spatial gaps in the ETM+ data that can result from cloud/cloud shadows or a failure of the scan line corrector. 15 Data continuity studies attempt to correct the systematic biophysical retrieval errors generated by the disparities in sensor and platform characteristics (e.g., the bandpass filter, the size of an instantaneous field-of-view (IFOV), and the sun-target-sensor viewing geometry). 16 Such differences can erode consistency among the biophysical products measured from multiple sensors. It has become increasingly important to mitigate such systematic errors and preserve the quality of data continuity.
Uncertainties in biophysical products derived from different IFOV size, i.e., the spatial resolution, are a significant issue in biophysical parameter retrieval studies 17, 18 over heterogeneous land surfaces when a retrieval algorithm is a nonlinear function of input parameters. 19 Such uncertainties, referred to as the "scale problem" in the modifiable aerial unit problem, have been intensively discussed in geography and remote sensing research. 20 The goal of these studies has been to correct the systematic errors in area-averaged biophysical retrievals over a fixed area that are caused by differences in the spatial resolution (scaling artifacts). [21] [22] [23] The effect of the scaling artifacts is referred to as scaling effects in this study. 24 The scaling effects present in biophysical retrievals typically increase as the spatial resolution becomes coarser. NDVI scaling effects have been investigated using theoretical techniques to identify the intrinsic uncertainties in the scaling effects (i.e., the error bounds on the scaling effects). [25] [26] [27] [28] Recent scaling studies have investigated the scaling effects that occur in two-band vegetation index (two-band VI) measurements as a function of spatial resolution using a two-endmember (vegetation and nonvegetation) linear mixture model (LMM). 24, 29 Such studies have focused on the monotonicity of the area-averaged two-band VI with spatial resolution by applying a resolution transformation model. The two-band VI may be written in terms of a rational function of two bands, the red and near-infrared (NIR) bands. Examples of two-band VIs include the NDVI, the soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI), 30 and the two-band enhanced vegetation index (EVI2). 31 The area-averaged VI does not necessarily shift monotonically as the resolution changes from coarse to fine, although the area-averaged VI does behave monotonically under certain resolution sequences that transform the spatial resolution from coarse to fine. This sequence is called a resolution class. 29 Monotonicity in the resolution class underpins the error bounds on the scaling effects because the coarsest and finest resolutions (lumped and distributed cases 27 ) in the resolution class provide either the minimum or the maximum of the averaged values. Nonmonotonicity, on the other hand, precludes the identification of the error bounds.
Of particular interest to this study is the monotonicity of fraction of vegetation cover (FVC) estimates as a function of spatial resolution. The FVC is a variable used to measure the horizontal spread of vegetation (the projected area of the vegetation canopy over the Earth's surface) and is defined as the ratio of the vegetated area to the entire pixel area in a satellite image. 32 LMMs are among the most common methods used to derive the FVC. In these methods, a target spectrum is modeled as the linear sum of the endmember spectra (pure spectra), including the spectrum of the vegetation canopy. 33, 34 In this study, the two-band VI isoline-based LMM under the two-endmember condition, vegetation and nonvegetation, was used to estimate the FVC. 35 This approach incorporates the LMM and VIs in an attempt to mitigate the influences of topographic effects (shadow effect), the soil brightness levels, and aerosol contamination.
The monotonicity of the area-average FVC values estimated using the NDVI isoline-based LMM was thoroughly investigated using the resolution transformation model. 36 This study revealed that the area-averaged NDVI isoline-based FVC was not necessarily monotonic within the resolution class, even though the area-averaged NDVI was a monotonic function of the spatial resolution. 24 The monotonicity, nonmonotonicity, and increasing/decreasing trends relied on a factor ζ, which is a function of both the model and the spectral parameters of the vegetation and nonvegetation areas over a target area. The results obtained here indicated the conditions under which the scaling effects on the area-averaged NDVI isoline-based FVC could be eliminated. Previous scaling studies have not investigated the mechanisms underlying the scaling effects on an FVC derived using a two-band VI isoline-based LMM.
The objective of this study was to investigate the mechanisms underlying the scaling effects on area-averaged FVC values derived using a two-band VI isoline-based LMM (isoline-based FVC). The estimates were obtained using the resolution transformation model under a two-endmember LMM. The monotonicity of the area-averaged isoline-based FVC was investigated analytically and is summarized in the statements of several theorems. The theories derived in this study were validated using a simulated image in conjunction with actual Landsat7-ETM+ data. Section 2 introduces the scaling effects observed in the calculation of isoline-based FVC values. An analysis of the scaling effects is provided in Sec. 3. Section 4 validates the scaling theory by conducting numerical simulations using simulated data and measured ETM+ data. Discussion and conclusions are provided in Secs. 5 and 6, respectively.
Scaling Effects on Area-Averaged Isoline-Based FVC Values
Two-band VIs, e.g., the NDVI, SAVI, and EVI2, may be expressed in general form according to
where ρ r and ρ n are the red and NIR reflectances of the target, respectively, and the coefficients p 1 , p 2 , q 1 , q 2 , r 1 , and r 2 are unique to the choice of the VI. 35 A reflectance spectrum may be modeled using a linear mixture of vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectra obtained from the red and NIR reflectance bands. The vegetation endmember spectrum used in the model is denoted byρ v ¼ ðρ v;r ;ρ v;n Þ, and the nonvegetation endmember spectrum used in the model is denoted byρ s ¼ ðρ s;r ;ρ s;n Þ. The modeled spectrum may then be written asρ
whereω is the FVC estimate andρ ¼ ðρ r ;ρ n Þ is a modeled spectrum consisting of the red and NIR reflectance bands. The isoline-based FVC was derived under conditions in which the twoband VI calculated from the modeled or measured (target) spectra were identical, 37 vðρÞ ¼ vðρÞ;
where ρ ¼ ðρ r ; ρ n Þ is a target spectrum, andv and v are the modeled and target VIs. Solving for ω, which is implicitly included inρ, yields an equation for the isoline-based FVC,
where c 1 ¼ ðp 1 ; q 1 Þ and c 2 ¼ ðp 2 ; q 2 Þ. The variableω is explicitly a function of the VIs (v), i.e., a nonlinear function of the target reflectances (ρ r and ρ n ). The nonlinearity ofω is basically a source of systematic error in the area-averaged FVC estimates generated across different spatial resolutions, i.e., scaling effects. 27, 36, 38 The scaling effects on the isoline-based FVC values were simulated using Landsat7-ETM+ L1G data as follows. A test site over the western suburbs of Sydney, Australia, was selected for the study, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . This area included residential/paved areas, woodland/forests, grasslands, coves/rivers, and other surface cover types. The dataset was selected from the Landsat7-ETM+ data, path 83, row 89, measured on December 1, 2001 . The size of the dataset was 15.36 km × 15.36 km (512 × 512 pixels). The top-of-atmosphere reflectances were derived, and atmospheric corrections were not applied in this simulation.
The data, which had a 30-m spatial resolution, were aggregated to form a set of various resolutions, C 0 , in which the elements represent the number of pixels according to 
Each resolution element in C 0 corresponds to the pixel size, as summarized in Table 1 . Two pairs of arbitrary vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectral models (ρ v andρ s ) were prepared. The vegetation endmember spectrum in the first example (the endmember spectra-1 is collectively denoted EM1) consisted of red and NIR bands, (0.05, 0.4), and the nonvegetation endmember spectrum of EM1 was characterized by (0.05, 0.05). The endmember spectra of the second example, endmember spectra-2 (EM2), were characterized by (0.05, 0.4) and (0.35, 0.35) for the vegetation and nonvegetation spectra, respectively. The area-averaged FVC,ω j (j is the number of pixels listed in Table 1 ) was computed for each data resolution in C 0 . From these values was subtracted the averaged FVC of the raw resolution (512 2 pixels), ω N (N ¼ 512 2 ), yielding the residuals, Δω j→N , which provided measures of the scaling effects [Eq. (6)]. NDVI and EVI2 were used to derive the FVC estimate.
An example of the scaling effects obtained from the averaged FVC values derived using the NDVI and EVI2 is shown in Fig. 1 . The circle and square symbols correspond to EM1 and EM2, respectively. The filled and empty symbols indicate NDVI and EVI2, respectively. The scaling effects Δω j→N varied with the spatial resolution, and different trends (increasing or decreasing) were clearly observed in the EM1 and EM2, although these trends were not necessarily monotonic (as discussed in Secs. 4 and 5). Δω j→N for the NDVI and EVI2 isoline-based LMMs increased as the number of pixels increased, when EM1 was selected as the LMM. On the other hand, Δω j→N decreased when EM2 was selected. The magnitude of the scaling effects observed in the NDVI isoline-based FVC exceeded that obtained in the EVI2 isoline-based FVC.
3 Theoretical Analysis of the Scaling Effects Obtained in the FVC Estimate
Derivation of a General Form of the Isoline-Based FVC
FVC scaling effects were analyzed using a general form of the FVC estimate derived in this section. Equation (1) was first linearly transformed and translated [Eq. (7)], as described in Appendix A. The two-band VI may be expressed as a function of the reflectances in a new coordinate, v Ã , according to
where
and where ρ Ã r and ρ Ã n are the red and NIR reflectance spectra in the new coordinate. The variable ν depends on the choice of the two-band VI. For example, the values of ν for the NDVI, SAVI, and EVI2 were 1.0, 1.0, and 2.4, respectively.
The modeled reflectance in the new coordinate is written bŷ
The two-band VIs derived from the modeled and the target spectra should be identical in a derivation of an isoline-based FVC estimatê
The FVC estimate in the new coordinate is derived by solving Eq. (10) forω
The monotonicity of the area-averaged FVC was investigated using Eq. (12), as described in the following subsections.
Resolution Transformation Model
The measured/target spectra could be represented as a linear sum of the true vegetation and true nonvegetation endmember spectra (ρ Ã v and ρ Ã s ), using a true value of the FVC (ω)
Note that this study distinguishes the "estimated" and "true" FVC values, where the former is the objective of the analysis described here. Under conditions in which the endmember spectra used in the FVC algorithm are exactly identical to the spectra measured over the target area (the true endmember spectra), the area-averaged isoline-based FVC will be the true value and will be scale-invariant. Such situations are rare in any estimation of the FVC due to the difficulties associated with estimating the endmember spectra over a target area. It is, therefore, important to distinguish the estimated and true endmember spectra. The FVC estimate may be rewritten by substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (12) where v Ã is a function of ρ
where "det" indicates the determinant of a 2-by-2 matrix consisting of the two vectors in the parentheses, and
If the land surface is heterogeneous (i.e., the true FVC, ω ≠ 0 and ω ≠ 1) andρ s ≠ ρ s or ρ s ≠ ρ s ,ω in Eq. (20) will be a nonlinear function of ω, resulting in induced scaling effects. There are, however, specific conditions for the scale-invariance even if surface heterogeneity and nonlinearity exist. These can be identified after the analysis of scaling effects presented in Sec. 3.3. In this study, the spatial resolution is represented by the number of pixels, j, within a fixed area. A pixel in the image data is identified by the index k. Figure 2 describes the fundamental element of the resolution transformation model used to investigate the scaling effects on the isoline-based FVC estimates. The FVC estimates of the k'th pixel in the j'th resolution, ω j;k , may be represented by
The area-averaged value of the FVC estimate in the j'th resolution may be written aŝ
where ϕ j;k is the fractional area of the k'th pixel over the total area of the j'th resolution data. The scaling effects of the isoline-based FVC values were analyzed using the minimum and second minimum units of the spatial resolution (Fig. 2) . One goal of this study was to analyze the differences between the FVC value calculated in the first resolution and the area-averaged FVC value calculated in a second resolution (ω 2 −ω 1 ), Δω 2→1 , because such differences can be a source of scaling effects
The invariance in the sign of Δω 2→1 resulted in monotonic behavior in the area-averaged FVC estimates under the resolution transformation model (i.e., under the resolution sequence generated by repeatedly dividing one pixel into two). This is because the scaling effects that arose between the area-averaged FVC values measured for any two resolutions were the sum of the Δω 2→1 's computed at each resolution transformation. The averaged FVC should therefore be a nonincreasing or a nondecreasing function when the sign of Δω 2→1 is invariant. For instance, the area-averaged FVC increased monotonically when Δω 2→1 was always positive. The only factors that varied in each resolution transformation were ω 2;1 and ϕ 2;1 , whereas the endmember spectra and ω 1;1 remained constant under the transformation. The effects of ω 2;2 were negligible, as the FVC was written in terms ϕ 2;1 , ω 1;1 , and ω 2;1 , derived by solving ½ω 1 ¼ ϕ 2;1 ω 2;1 þ ð1 − ϕ 2;1 Þω 2;2 for ω 2;2
If the signs of Δω 2→1 were invariant with changes in ω 2;1 or ϕ 2;1 , the area-averaged FVC remained monotonic. The changes in the sign were analyzed by calculating the partial derivative of Δω 2→1 with respect to ω 2;1 , as investigated in Sec. 3.3.
Analysis of the Minimum Unit of Scaling Effects
The partial derivative of Δω 2→1 with respect to ω 2;1 , as analyzed in Appendix B, yielded Eq. (31), thereby proving that the signs of Δω 2→1 were not always constant with changes in ω 2;1 . The sign (or a value) of Δω 2→1 depended only on the variable ξ, which was a function of the "estimated" and "true" endmember spectra, regardless of the values of ϕ 2;1 , the coefficient ν specific to the choice of two-band VI, or the true FVC values (ω 1;1 and ω 2;1 )
ðξ > 1Þ; ¼ 0;
ðξ ¼ 1Þ; ≥ 0; ð0 ≤ ξ < 1Þ; the sign is variable; ðξ < 0Þ;
The sign of Δω 2→1 was invariant if the value of ξ was equal to or greater than zero, whereas the sign was variable if the value of ξ was less than zero.
The equation describing the scale invariance, ξ ¼ 1, was identical to detðΔρ Ã ; Δρ Ã Þ ¼ 0, indicating that the two vectors encompassing the differences between the vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectra in the FVC algorithm (Δρ Ã ) and the differences between the true vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectra (Δρ Ã ) were aligned in a parallel manner over the transformed and translated red and NIR reflectance space (Fig. 3) . This situation also describes the condition in which the endmember spectra used in the FVC algorithm were identical to the spectra of the target area. Because the endmember variables here were linearly transformed from the original coordinates, the spectral conditions that provided ξ ¼ 1 were applicable to any of the two-band VIs. This result indicated that decreasing or increasing trends should apply to any FVC derived using any two-band VI.
The area-averaged FVC estimates should be scale-invariant under conditions in which ω 2;1 ¼ ω 2;2 is satisfied, and in whichω 1;1 is equal toω 2;1 (andω 2;2 ).
Monotonicity of the Area-Averaged FVC
The set of resolution elements created through the repeated application of the resolution transformation is called the "resolution class." 24 This set may be used to model consecutive changes in the spatial resolution from coarse to fine. The derived results are summarized in several theorems that describe the monotonicity of the area-averaged FVC. Theorem 1. Within a single resolution class, the area-averaged isoline-based FVC values change monotonically as a function of the spatial resolution, if ξ ≥ 0.
When this is the case, Theorem 2. The area-averaged FVC values follow a trend determined by ξ such that the estimated averaged isoline-based FVC is a nonincreasing function if ξ > 1, whereas it is a nondecreasing function if ξ ≥ 0.
On the one hand, the average FVC can change nonmonotonically for ξ < 0 because the relationship between the average FVC values determined at two resolutions will vary.
Numerical Simulations

Validation with Simulated Data
The monotonicity and the increasing/decreasing trends in the area-averaged FVC, i.e., Theorems 1 and 2, were verified by conducting numerical simulations. A sample dataset and model inputs were prepared to satisfy the conditions for the monotonic behavior in the area-averaged FVC (ξ ≥ 0). A hypothetical field was simulated using uniform vegetation and nonvegetation surfaces, as shown in Fig. 4 .
The test image consisted of 200 × 200 square pixels. All pixels in the image were homogeneous, either vegetation or nonvegetation. The red and NIR reflectances of the vegetation spectrum were (0.05, 0.4). The corresponding reflectances of the nonvegetation spectrum were (0.18, 0.18). The spectral data in the raw resolution were aggregated using arithmetic averaging to simulate coarser resolutions. Two examples of the resolution class, represented by the sets C 1 and C 2 , were prepared as subsets of a set A 40000 , according to C 1 ¼ f1;4;16;64;1600;40000g;
C 2 ¼ f1;25;625;2500;10000;40000g;
A 40000 ¼ f1;4;16;25;64;100;400;625;1600;2500;10000;40000g:
The set of resolution elements in A 40000 was selected to contain all possible resolutions by aggregating a 200 × 200 pixel image. The resolution classes C 1 and C 2 were the subsets of A 40000 , 24 where the area-averaged FVC was expected to change monotonically. NDVI, SAVI, and EVI2 were selected as the conditions in the FVC algorithm. The endmember vegetation spectrum assumed in the FVC algorithm was (0.04, 0.35). Two variations of the Transformed and translated red reflectance ( ) ) ( e c n a t c e l f e r R I N d e t a l s n a r t d n a d e m r o f s n a r T Fig. 3 Illustration of the parallel relationship between the two vectors corresponding to the true endmember spectra and the assumed endmember spectra used in the FVC algorithm over the transformed and translated coordinate (Δρ Ã and Δρ Ã , respectively). Empty and filled squares indicate the vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectra in the hypothetical field. The empty and filled circles indicate the assumed endmember spectra in the LMM. When the two vectors are parallel, scaling effects are not observed in the averaged isoline-based FVC.
nonvegetation endmember spectra in the FVC algorithm were defined: (0.05, 0.05) and (0.2, 0.2). Pairs of the spectra and the assumed vegetation endmember were denoted as EM3 and EM4, respectively. Within each pixel at each resolution, the isoline-based FVC values were derived. The area-averaged FVC was thereby computed at each resolution. The value of ξ identified either the monotonically increasing or decreasing trend and was computed for EM3 or EM4. These values were (0.60, 0.83, 0.85) for NDVI, SAVI, and EVI2 under EM3, and (1.25, 1.11, 1.10) for the three VIs under EM4. The use of EM3 was expected to produce a nondecreasing function whereas the use of EM4 was expected to produce a nonincreasing function.
The results of the simulation conducted using EM3 are shown in 
Evaluation Using the Landsat7-ETM+ Data
The theory describing the scaling effects over an area-averaged FVC was evaluated using the Landsat7-ETM+ data. Any single pixel should be described by more than two endmember spectra (e.g., canopy, grass, shade, soil, artificial object, water, etc.). Thus, the theory is expected to present an oversimplified description of the actual satellite data. The true endmember spectra were not available from the satellite data, nor was it known whether two endmembers were applicable. Despite the significant gap between the theory and actual data, we could evaluate the accuracy of the proposed theory using actual data by exploring (1) whether the trends in the area-averaged isoline-based FVC estimates (increasing or decreasing) varied as the endmember spectra used in the FVC algorithm were varied; (2) whether the increasing or decreasing trends were invariant across the VIs used in the algorithm; and (3) whether there exists a set of endmember spectra that minimize/reduce the scaling effects on the isoline-based FVC values that implicitly correspond to the condition ξ ¼ 1. The monotonicity of the area-averaged FVC curve was not evaluated because the number of endmember spectra applied in the model was distinct from the number of endmember spectra inherent in the actual data.
The test dataset was the same as that used in Sec. 2. The vegetation endmember used in the FVC algorithm was (0.05, 0.4). Several nonvegetation endmember spectra were prepared in the simulation. The nonvegetation spectra varied over a constant soil line with a slope and offset of unity and zero, respectively. The red reflectance of the nonvegetation class increased from 0.05 to 0.35 in 0.05 increments. Changes in the nonvegetation endmember implicitly indicated that the value of ξ may have changed, although the true endmember spectra remained unknown. The scaling effects on the area-averaged FVC were computed by applying Eq. (6) , where N ¼ 200 2 .
The simulation results are shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(c) for the scaling effects observed using, respectively, the averaged NDVI-, SAVI-, and EVI2 isoline-based FVC, as a function of the spatial resolution. The magnitude of the scaling effects was larger in the NDVI isolinebased FVC than in either the SAVI-or EVI2-derived values. As the value of the nonvegetation endmember increased, the magnitude and sign of the scaling effects shifted. For instance, values of the NDVI isoline-based FVC scaling effects gradually increased as the red nonvegetation reflectance increased, and the sign changed from negative to positive. The scaling effects in the lower red reflectances of the nonvegetation endmember (0.05, 0.10, and 0.15) were essentially negative, whereas the effects in the higher red reflectances (0.25, 0.30, and 0.35) were positive for the three VIs. The increasing and decreasing trends tended to apply across all two-band VIs. The calculated results agreed well with the theoretical predictions derived in this study.
The filled diamond symbols shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(c) indicate that the averaged FVC values derived from each of the three VIs were comparably close to zero when the red reflectance of the nonvegetation endmember was 0.2. A pair of endmember spectra that minimized/reduced the scaling effects could be found for all three VIs. These endmember spectra yielded a value of ξ in the simulation that approached unity, as computed by the endmember spectra using the FVC algorithm and the actual data.
Discussion
The scaling effects observed from the two-band VI calculations, including the NDVI, SAVI, and EVI2, were investigated analytically in the previous study. 29 The monotonicity of the areaaveraged two-band VI under a given resolution class was demonstrated. The factor η k determined the monotonic increase or decrease. This factor was a function of the endmember spectra of the target spectrum and the coefficient ν ¼ −ðp 2 q 1 Þ∕ðp 1 q 2 Þ, which depended on the choice of the two-band VI. The scaling effect results and the numerical simulations revealed that the increasing or decreasing trends as a function of the spatial resolution differed for each VI. For example, the residential area with scattered small forests and trees provided NDVI and SAVI values that increased with spatial resolution, whereas EVI2 decreased with spatial resolution. 29 By contrast, this study demonstrated that the scaling effects underlying the FVC estimation process derived from a two-band VI differed as follows: (1) the scaling effects underlying the area-averaged isoline-based FVC estimate did not necessarily change monotonically within a resolution class; (2) the factor ξ, which determined the monotonicity and the trend, did not depend on the choice of the two-band VI (ν), suggesting that the monotonic trend should be independent of the choice of the two-band VI in the isoline-based FVC algorithm; and (3) the isoline-based FVC relied on estimated variables (the endmember spectra of the vegetation and nonvegetation spectra in the LMM), and certain pairs of the endmember spectra reduced/ minimized the scaling effects obtained in the averaged FVC.
A series of scaling studies based on the resolution transformation model 24, 29, 36 have assumed a limited set of conditions in describing scaling effects. The LMM used to model the reflectance spectrum and derive the FVC estimates in this study only described homogeneous vegetation and nonvegetation surfaces. The reflectance spectrum of the canopy did not follow radiative transfer theory (e.g., multiple interactions between the canopy layer and the soil surface were not considered). Furthermore, the sensor response was assumed to follow a perfect point spread function (PSF) in the calculations applied to generate the aggregations and arithmetic means. Nevertheless, the simplifications enabled the derivation of a scaling theory that modeled the mechanisms underlying the scaling effects observed in VIs and the isoline-based FVC. Those conditions can be adjusted to more realistically represent the spectral reflectances measured by an actual sensor. Further numerical studies using actual data are needed to evaluate the predictive capacities of the scaling theories. The error bounds on the scaling effects observed in the area-averaged isoline-based FVC calculations were not derived in this study. The theory developed here provides information about the magnitudes of the error bounds, depending on the choice of VI in the isoline-based LMM. This study was conducted to understand the monotonicity properties, and an investigation of the error bounds may be appropriately pursued in a separate study. The magnitudes of the error bounds are expected to depend on the degree of nonlinearity in the FVC equation, which may be quantified using actual sensor data covering a wide range of land cover types.
The findings of this study provide possibilities to explore various types of applications. The results presented here strongly suggest that finding a pair of endmember spectra over a fixed region of interest is a viable way to develop an accurate FVC retrieval algorithm. This approach may be suitable for the case of monitoring FVC values for a specific region of interest with multiple sensors of different spatial resolutions. Further intensive studies will be needed to establish such a challenging methodology in the context of intersensor calibration of multiple sensors.
Conclusions
The scaling effects observed in the area-averaged FVC calculated from a two-band VI isoline-based LMM were investigated analytically using a resolution transformation model. The model was derived by introducing a transformed and translated coordinate. Within a resolution class, monotonicity of an area-averaged FVC estimate, as a function of the spatial resolution, was obtained only if the value of ξ was equal to or larger than zero. This parameter depended on the true and estimated endmember spectra of the vegetation and nonvegetation cover types. For a value of ξ < 0, the area-averaged FVC could be nonmonotonic within a resolution class. The obtained results were summarized in the statements of several theorems. Interestingly, the value of ξ was independent of the value of ν, which depended on the choice of the two-band VI so that the FVC trend (increasing or decreasing) was independent of the choice of two-band VI used in the FVC algorithm. The conditions required for scale-invariance in the FVC were derived. A pair of vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectra could be found such that their application in the LMM reduced or minimized the FVC scaling effect. This result suggested that the vectors spanned by the true vegetation and nonvegetation endmember spectra or by the estimated spectra could be described as being parallel within the reflectance space.
The monotonicity of the area-averaged VI isoline-based FVC curve was demonstrated using simulated spectral data. The utility of the scaling theory was evaluated using a Landsat7-ETM+ dataset. Overall, the results obtained in the experiments agreed well with the predictions of the scaling theory developed in this study: (1) the trends in the area-averaged isoline-based FVC estimates (increasing or decreasing) varied with the endmember spectra used in the FVC algorithm; (2) the trends were independent of the VIs used in the algorithm; and (3) a set of endmember spectra could be found that minimized or reduced the scaling effects observed in the isoline-based FVC values. These spectra corresponded to the condition ξ ¼ 1. Any disparities between the actual data and the theoretical predictions are expected to result from the simplified assumptions used to generate the canopy model, i.e., the number of endmember spectra in the model and the PSF. In this study, a series of numerical experiments were performed by fixing the viewing and illumination conditions. It is expected that variations in viewing and illumination geometries across multiple sensors will impact the scaling results of this study and would further investigation, particularly in regard to oblique view influences on spatial pixel resolution.
The findings described in this study strengthen our understanding of the theory underlying scaling issues observed in attempts to create multisensor data continuity among biophysical retrieval datasets. The conditions needed for scale-invariance were identified in the FVC scaling theory. This theoretical framework should contribute to the development of a scale-invariant FVC estimation algorithm using a two-band VI in the context of multiresolution satellite datasets.
Consequently, the sign of the partial derivative varies with the value of ξ, 
The sign of ∂Δω 2→1 ∕∂ω 2;1 for ξ < 0, however, does not change monotonically with ω 2;1 .
